
CARLOS BUHLER

Completing a Dream:
the Ascent of Sepu Kangri

T o begin with it was a dream: a season, a place, a mountain, and a team
made possible by our friends at Marmot and Gore. Backed by these

two great companies, we were some lucky climbers, whose privilege it would
be to attempt this all but forgotten peak located in the vastness of the eastern
Tibetan highlands. The place was the Nyenchentangla mountains - a range
I couldn't even pronounce. It lay somewhere north of the main Himalaya,
somewhere very few Tibetans had peen to, to say nothing of foreigners.
This was an area so cut off from Lhasa that no one in the capital even knew
if the roads were intact to reach it. This was a mountain that had probably
been seen by fewer than 20 climbers in all history. To our knowledge, only
Chris Bonington's and Charlie Clarke's 1996, 1997 and 1998 teams had
ever attempted to climb Sepu.

The season was chosen: the autumn of 2002, four years since Bonington's
last attempt. Obviously this was not a very popular place, not even for
Tibetans. Only seven families live permanently on the exquisitely beautiful
shores of Sam Tso Taring, the lake beneath the daunting north face of this
mountain. Seven families and a hermit, Sam Ten Tsokpu. I call him 'The
Wise Man of the Lake'. High above Sam Tso Taring, on the crest of a
terminal moraine, with a magnificent view of Sepu's lake-filled valley and
the stunning peaks to the west and north, this Tibetan monk lives in physical
isolation from the world of man. As far as we know, he never comes down,
even to the shores of the lake.

To Lhasa

Journal,S September 2002 ... flying into Chengdu now. I'm so sleepy.
But I can't sleep well on the plane. I need a rest. I am trying to stay as
relaxed and low key as I possibly can. I don't want to get worked up
over anything here on this trip. I keep telling myself, 'This is a photo
shoot. Let the directors tell you where to go, when to stop and smile,
and all will be fine.' If I let myself get overbearingly involved with the
logistics of getting to bc, I'll get way too stressed out and probably
then ruin a good thing with the people on this trip. Jeez, 1 have to
maintain a very even, low key, profile. It has to be up to Mark to set
the pace and schedule for the climb.
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23. Sepu Kangri rising above the beautiful Sam Tso Taring lake. (Car/os Buh/er)

24. Blessing Dorbe, who lives by the lake, with a photo of the Dalai Lama
taken at a reception in Washington DC. (Car/os Buh/er)
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What a change since I first experienced the calm and spiritual city of
Lhasa in 1983. I was part of the American team attempting the Kangshung
Face of Everest. Now it's 2002 and before me is a modern city. I am
overwhelmed by bustling streets full of business people in suits, phone booths
packed with families in traditional Tibetan costume, cars careering through
tight passageways not intended for motor traffic, and fancy cosmetics sold
by pretty girls in modern department stores to Chinese newcomers trying
to save their pale skin from the intense rays of the high-altitude sun. It is
too much for me at first; I can't accept these cataclysmic changes. The
Potala Palace has become to Lhasa what Disneyland is to San Diego, or
the Eiffel Tower to Paris: a tourist attraction engulfed in a modern city. It is
a tribute to the Tibetans that any semblance of a once powerful and graceful
religion known as Tibetan Buddhism can still be seen in Lhasa.

Still, such a modern city enables us to assemble an expedition kitchen
not so different from one in Alaska. Though there are some unfamiliar
squirmy, slimy things in the covered food markets of Lhasa, generally
speaking, the assortment of tempting products is enormous and fresh.

6 Sept... I am wondering how the trip will unfold. Dorje, our LO and
guide, has it in his hands. What must've been a journey into the
unknown 6 years ago is now a journey into the known. 4 star hotels,
big fancy meals,jeeps from Japan - all a luxuriousness one doesn't equate
with an adventure. How will this 'team' - no, rather... 'group of people'
face the coming events? Dorje says we'll wait 3-4 days in the Khinda
village waiting for yaks!! 3 or 4 days?! I couldn't believe it. Now I see
where the time is eaten up. We may find mud slides, bridges out, roads
impassable. No one's been to Khinda in 4 years, it seems. The long
journey is just beginning. Like so many trips, the gang is fine - at this
point. Everything is taken care of. But I truly wonder how people will
react once we get above base camp and face many unknowns. What
will people do as the storms rage? Or sickness gets us down? We have
only about 28 days in bc. Long enough to get homesick. But not long
enough to re-group if things go badly. I believe I can only offer wisdom
and support. Not direction. That must come from Mark. He's clearly
the only one with a predictable nature, due to his seasoned experience.
Then Ace. But the others are along for the ride. I have no idea how
they'll do if things get tough. Right now, I feel like total crap. Headache,
tired. No sleep. Hopefully a few days here will get things back on track.
I've already put on the pounds I had lost climbing so much this summer.
I should be fit though, once we get moving in 8 days or so. Time will
tell.
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8 Sept ... Today has been an anxious day for me. Not fun. I was
anxious all night long. Then the shopping day was riddled with anxiety
because Mark and I don't know each other well enough. I read
Bonington's description of their 2nd attempt and suddenly realised
how big Sepu is and how inexperienced our team is. Avalanche-prone
shacs lie above our route. The glacier is heavily crevassed. And it's
truly a long, long way around the back to the west ridge. I wish I had
a confidant with me here on this trip. Maybe Jordan and I will hit it
off. I woke up telling him my anxieties, and he seemed to be receptive.
I have to be very, very careful not to complain too much. Sometimes I
wonder why I am here. There could be an avalanche on this mountain.
We have to be very careful about putting ourselves at risk. God knows,
it will only be 28 days in bc. I doubt very much we'll reach the summit.
Athletes or not, the problem isn't about 'fitness'. It is about knowing
yourself, the mountain, how to behave, and take care of oneself. But
I should just go forward, and smile a lot.
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To Sam Tso Taring Base Camp
Our team is led by Mark Newcomb from Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and
comprises Carina Ostberg (Mark's wife), Jordan Campbell from Moab,
Utah, Ace Kvale, and Kate Clayton, both from Ophir, Colorado, Frank
Pickell, from Denver, and myself from Bozeman, Montana. On 9
September, along with Dorje and our two friendly cooks, we climb into
two Toyota SUVs and a large Chinese truck for a three-day journey across
steadily worsening roads into the heart of eastern Tibet. This grinding,
bumpy, bone-bruising drive defines our entry into an almost lost Tibetan
culture; it's a time machine of distance from Chinese influence that takes
us back through the tragic events of the last 50 years. We pass through the
wild west towns of Nakchu, Diru, and Khinda, then endure a 20krn '4
wheel-drive only' track into the Nyenchentangla range to the village of
Samda, about 4300m above sea level.

An enjoyable seven-hour hike brings us to the spot, at about 4700m, where
Bonington's teams based their two serious attempts on Sepu Kangri in 1997
and 1998. We are within shouting distance of four family homes we
recognise from photographs in Bonington and Clarke's book, Tibet's Secret
Mountain: The Triumph of Sepu Kangri. Somewhat shy at first, the (nhabitants
turn out to be warm-hearted and friendly. It's been four years since they've
seen a Westerner here and not much appears to have changed. Within a
few days of our arrival, we are invited for tea, chapattis and a most delicious
cup of thick, fresh yogurt with sugar. At first we are wary of this raw food
served out of hand-hewn wooden buckets with yak hairs pasted on the
rim. But soon our defences relax, and we set up a good bartering system that
supplies us with daily deliveries of creamy yogurt.



25. Skiing above the fixed ropes towards the 5850m crest of the ridge. (Carlos Buhler)
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Onto the Mountain
We see immediately how humid, post-monsoon weather behaves in our
area - and why the glaciers are so large. The mountain is clear of cloud for
very few complete days. With full winter cold expected near the middle of
October, I fmd myself constantly calculating the time we have remaining,
knowing that a storm could easily take a week out of our climbing schedule.

On 18 September, we establish a camp at about 5400m on the ridge where
the British have obviously toiled to build tent platforms. We bring up ski
touring boots, skis and skins, and the gear we'll need above. For now, the
snow conditions seem reasonable. After ascending 300m of snow slopes,
Mark, Carina, and I manage to fix 60m of rope up a steep corner formed
between a serac on the left and rock on the right, solving the problem of
how to reach the Upper Thong Wuk Glacier. The next day all seven of us
climb back to this point with skis on our rucksacks. From here, we don our
skis and for 40 minutes cut across some unnerving slopes above ice cliffs
until we reach the 5850m crest of this ridge, just before it drops 90m and
joins the upper Thong Wuk Glacier.

By midday, nasty storm clouds are closing in from the south. We bury
our gear in the snow and descend to BC. For the next six days we wait for
this storm cycle to end, spending many enjoyable hours with our Tibetan
friends and reading.

To high camp

29 Sept... I was fully expecting clear skies this morning. But after 30
minutes of news on the radio, and getting ready to go mentally, I opened
my tent and saw totally overcast skies again. It's a shock for me. The
pressure is high, nevertheless. Should we go up anyway? Take
breakfast and wait and see after a few hours, I guess. There's always a
new storm here. At least we've gotten out of our tents and walked up
a total of 1200 metres these past 2 days of relatively better weather. I
have a resting pulse of 42 here. I'm doing fine. I feel good. Maybe we
do need to just change our objective to these protected 6300m peaks
rather than try main Sepu Peak. What to do?

We're going up now - weather is 'maybe' at 11.30am. We'll see.
Pressure is very high.

Five of us make the climb back up to Camp I. Mark and Carina, anxious
to climb, have gone up two days before. The deep, fresh snow slows us
significantly.

29 Sept, continued ... Back in Cl now, one week later. Snow has
fallen every day. There is lots around. We haven't got clear weather
now. Matter of fact, it has just let loose with a thunder storm and
snow showers for 30 minutes. But at least I am feeling OK. Cipro
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seemed to work and I feel normal. I broke trail - way up the glacier
and then on up to Cl in deep snow. It's shitty hiking in those boulders
with a foot of snow. But we are here without a broken bone. And the
skis are all ok at the cache above the fixed ropes. Will we go up
tomorrow to CZ? Doubtful, if the present weather is any indication of
tomorrow's forecast. But we moved our sorry butts. And we needed a
change of scenery for sure.

The idea that gathers popularity is to attempt to summit on this, our second
reconnaissance.

30 Sept ... 6 am seems to have brought clear skies! We'll go up today
to the cache 5850m and drop stuff. Then, weather permitting, we'll
break trail to CZ, wherever that turns out to be. Then come back and
sleep at 5850m. That should boost morale. People feel packs will be
too heavy to go all the way to C;:Z. No problem: I figured we'd be
staying at the cache when we dumped these a week ago. I really hope
we can get good enough weather to continue to the summit. Things
look, seem, feel, a lot better when one feels healthy. The heat will be
intense today on the fixed ropes. But beyond that, we should cool off.
Please Lord, let us visit this summit.

We carry more gear and food to the little cache we have buried on the ridge
crest. Skiing down to where our ridge links with the Upper Thong Wuk,
we place our tents at about 5800m, below a 12m serac, in a sheltered snow
bowl out of the wind.

During the afternoon, while others are organising the camp, Mark and I
ski up into the icefall. Aware that this obstacle is diffIcult to calculate from
below, we test its defences repeatedly but are always stopped by crevasses.
In the late afternoon we make an end run completely around the right of
the icefall and find a way through to 6130m and are rewarded with our first
view of Sepu's final slopes. Fantastic! We eagerly study the mountain's final
defences. Great seracs and dreadfully avalanche-prone slopes meet our eyes.
When I return to our camp I am wary of the days ahead. Tired and hungry,
I must replenish my reserves. In camp, however, our morale is high. Our
first glimpse of the final route is energising. Though the last 600m is clearly
dangerous, we agree that it is surmountable.

1 Oct... The most perfect day of the trip this morning. Wow' High
pressure comes in. I was exhausted yesterday after exploring the icefall
with Mark all afternoon. 930 metres' total day's ascent after 400m to
here, CZ. I was tired - very tired - when we got back to CZ at 7pm.
The other 5 stayed here and brewed up, and rested. But - now Carina's
been sick all night and Mark suggested he was going down. This is a
bad turn for us. I told him, 'Mark, I need you!'
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Carina is dehydrated and depleted. Mark would like to take her all the way
to BC but we need him for the summit attempt. Finally, he decides to
accompany her down as far as the fixed rope and will remain in contact
with her via walkie-talkie. He'll then catch up as we ski the 3km to our top
camp at almost 6400m. What a blessing the skis are! We quickly cover
terrain that without skis would consume exhausting hours in knee-deep
snow. True to the weather patterns, however, threatening clouds fill the
skies to the west. With unwelcome thoughts of the frustration of the two
Brits (Victor Saunders and Scott Muir) who turned back in storm, we pray
for a 24-hour window before another blizzard rolls in.

By late afternoon Mark has rejoined us and we six reach the snowy walls
of the final cirque. Huge piles of avalanche debris lie scattered across the
glacier beneath the steep summit mass of snow and ice. Staying in the right
side of the cwm, and as near to the ridge on our right as we dare, we pitch
our two small tents at 6300m. Ace is feeling the altitude and crawls into
his bag.

Summit Day
At 2am we are already lighting the stove. I'm groggy and lethargic, having
been anxious all night. I'm preoccupied with weighing alternatives for the
climb. In the night we learn from the other Marmot tent that, while Ace is
feeling slightly better, Kate's feet are not warming up. And with me, I see
that Frank cannot finish his hot chocolate this morning, a bad sign. By
5.30am, Mark, Jordan, and I set off up the avalanche-prone slopes toward
the ridge on our right. We ascend the debris of huge slides, relieved that the
slopes above us have already released. Still, I feel anxious climbing around
the 60cm crown fractures revealed by the light of our headlamps.

We kick steps up easy slopes for about 200m until the wind pummels us,
unobstructed from the south side of the ridge. Jordan is nervous about what
lies above. Knowing that a third person will slow us down if we have to
belay, he turns around. Before his retreat, he kindly lends me his insulated
Marmot over-pants, something of a life-saver in this teeth-rattling cold. Mark
and I continue up in the dark, third-classing an exposed, 550 slope that
hangs over the west face. Rays of morning light caress the mountain summits
to our north.

We crampon up the steep bed of another huge slide path. Crossing the
entire slope above us, a crown fracture looms some 3m high,- We front
point up the 350 slope beneath this behemoth of a crown, 'knowing' that it
could not slide again until the next significant snowfall. Mark bravely
mantles onto the first level and traverses leftward to where he can just pull
over the second, steeply inclined crown. I ask for the rope as clouds engulf
Sepu's summit.

By 9am, as we reach a steeply guarded ridge, a blizzard has engulfed the
Sepu Kangri massif. Again, I sense the frustration of Bonington's team
mates when they were turned back just l50m shy of their objective in



26. Summit day on Sepu Kangri. Mark Newcomb at c6600m. (Car/os Buh/er)
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1998. Mark and I are not yet ready to call it off. We climb another steep
snow slope and I belay Mark up a 6m near-vertical wall of unconsolidated,
wind-packed snow feathers to a ridge crest. There is little purchase on this
tense terrain but Mark climbs confidently. I haul myself up the rope
suspended from nothing more than Mark's harness. Wind and snow sweep
across the mountain, cutting visibility to 20m, but the route is obvious.

We follow the narrow ridge upwards about 45m to where it merges with
open snow fields. The terrain scares us in these whiteout conditions. Our
rapidly filling tracks and the compass on my wrist computer will be our
only guides for the return to the ridge. The wind whips snow at our faces,
stinging and blinding us. After another lOOm of lightly ascending slope,
Mark stops and waits for me. There is no more up. Are we on the summit?
We brace ourselves in the wind and try to look around. The plateau appears
to fall away in front of us, but we are hesitant to go poking around. For 20
seconds, a few clouds blow through, leaving a slight clearing. We glimpse
shadowy drop offs all around us.

It is lOam when Mark takes out the radio and calls to Carina down in
Camp 1. Yes, we are on the summit; no, we can't see a thing. Yes, we'll be
down by evening; with any luck, all the way to Camp 1.

With haste, we retrace our steps to the ridge and descend the steep wall.
Burying a small Outdoor Research padded stove sack jammed with snow
for an anchor, we rappel the steep step. Cautiously front-pointing and down
climbing, we strain to follow our nearly-filled-in tracks. The rope comes
out as I front-point down an exposed 55° slope and nearly step off an ice
cliff in the whiteout. At one point we are separated and I leave my ice axe
to rappel another step. It takes us four hours to reach the high camp. When
we do, the four others are immediately ready to descend. But I need a half
hour's respite from the wind and snow before packing up.

2 Oct... (In C3) Just down from Sepu summit - it's 2.30pm. Sepu is
climbed. Time to celebrate.

We ski down the 3km wanded glacier, barely able to see from one fluttering
orange tape to the next. Yet we are eternally grateful for the skis on our
feet. In an hour we glide around the giant crevasses of the icefa1l. In two
hours we are back in Camp 2 where we've left a tent and sURplies. We
drink hot fluids, and set off toward the top of the fixed ropes. My mind is
fixed on 'downwards'. By nightfall we reach our sturdy Marmot tents at
Camp 1. My body craves a rest, and I flop down in our tent, exhausted and
dehydrated. Jordan throws a pot of snow on the stove, and a sense of
happiness begins to glide over me. I'll sleep soundly this night. We have
accomplished something that will bring a smile to the faces of our Marmot
and Gore-tex friends, sponsors of our expedition.
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3 Oct... Cl We came all the way down to Cl yesterday in ferocious
weather. I was pretty tired skiing with the 3 intense days behind me
since going from Cl. But last evening, finally here, I lay back, let
Jordan make soup, and began to enjoy the thought that we'd done
Sepu finally. Last evening I had that 'few times in a lifetime' pleasure
of satisfaction after completing a job I'd set out to do. It isn't winning
the Tour de France, but it's probably the highest first ascent of a peak
I've made.

Now, in our exhausted states, we'll go to BC and rest for a few days.
It's nice weather, except on Sepu again, which holds its own cloud. I
definitely need a mental rest. The thought of the 2 British teams here
on Sepu make me feel really lucky to have summited this mountain.
Very, very lucky. We'll have to thank the folks who explored all this
country and on whose experiences we succeeded.

The vast Nyenchentangla mountains stretch out for miles, east and west of
us. We have only visited one summit in a sea of peaks. With Sepu unclimbed,
it was hard to focus our attention on the stunning adjacent peaks that just
beg to be explored. But now, the true gems of the range lure me. I know we
will return to this immensely beautiful landscape of endless vertical
opportunities.

Summary: The first ascent of Sepu Kangri (6956m) in Sept/Oct 2002 by
an American team led by Mark Newcomb. The summit was reached by
Newcomb and Carlos Buhler on 2 October.
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